HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
circumstances how could the requests of the wicked people be
accepted? how could wisdom and intelligence be lost relying on
his duplicity?"
Then Hazrat-i-A'lfi called the writer and dictated the
following" reply.
The far man of Ha&ral-i-Ala to i\!. Dttplciv
" Praise be to the Lord in whose court of authority, the
refractory Frenchman doffs his hat and brings it to his armpit
out of (reverence) to the resplendent sun. All round Mis bastir
the Trader with the goods of the world is the Master of the loss
and damage on account of the cheapness of the goods of life
and clearness of the cash of death. Undoubtedly lie showed
its the right path and enabled us to reach our destination,
while He caused wicked men to roam about in the streets of
error as a punishment for their crooked ways.
The letter dispatched by you conveyed impossible demands,
and the knowledge of useless ideas put my mind to wonder.
When the conditions of the peace treaty concluded after the
battle of Devvnampattan were broken between us on account of
your faithlessness, how will men of experience find it possible to
agree to a fresh treaty and strengthen the bonds of friendship?
With such perfidy the desire for equality with the trustworthy
English has no meaning; with such falsehood performance of
oath by religion and the holy book cannot attest to your since-
rity. Now I have come out from Nattharnagar with this firm
resolve and I have arrived on this maydan with a definite
purpose, that is, until I bring the community of the French
under my sword I will not turn my back; until I scatter to the
winds the walls of Phulcheri I will not keep back my hand from
my activities. This reply will suffice your question/'
On learning these contents M. Dttpleix was perplexed.
Helplessly he tried to prepare for war.
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